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Abstract. The impulse atomization process developed at the University of Alberta (Canada) enables metallic powders to be solidified with controlled process parameters and improved properties. In order to investigate the microstructure morphologies in droplets of Al-4.5wt.%Cu alloys, three-dimensional reconstructions of several droplets are obtained by using synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography, allowing a visualization of the inner microstructure in three dimensions. The analysis of the reconstructed volumes reveals that a wide range of morphology, from highly branched to “finger-bundle”, can be obtained for different droplets of similar diameter and produced in the same batch. Unexpectedly for this alloy, microstructural features also indicate that the development of the dendrite arms (primary and of higher orders) occurs in most droplets along <111> crystallographic axes, instead of the usual <100> directions observed in conventional casting technologies.

1. Introduction

The increase in strength and ductility of aluminium alloys is an ongoing challenge for automotive and aerospace applications. The improvement of these properties is possible through solidification microstructure refinement, obtained for instance by increasing the solidification velocity [1]. In addition, rapid solidification techniques are known to impact the solidification structure through morphology change [3], extended solid solubility [4] and non-equilibrium phase formation [4].

Different rapid solidification techniques have been developed through the years, which differ by the means used to form small liquid volume and to extract heat. The atomization techniques are the most common as they enable the formation of metallic powders which can later be packed onto the desired object by sintering or by cold or hot pressing [5]. In these techniques, the liquid metal jet is destabilized and disperses into fine droplets in a much colder medium where they solidify rapidly.

The goal of the present work is to present results obtained by synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography carried out at ESRF (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, Grenoble, France) of Al-4.5wt.%Cu droplets formed by the atomization technique named impulse atomization (IA) developed by the AMPL (Advanced Materials & Processing Laboratory), Edmonton, Canada [6]. Three-dimensional reconstructions have been achieved for a large number of droplets and thus enable for the first time the inner microstructures to be analysed statistically in detail. Moreover, the impact on the microstructure morphology of parameters acting on the cooling rate, such as the droplet size or the nature of the
cooling gas, is considered. From this analysis, an interpretation of the observed morphology evolution is proposed.

2. Experimental details
The widely used Al-4.5wt.%Cu alloy is chosen for this study as it is a model alloy for solidification studies. Its thermo-physical properties are well defined and former powder atomization studies were carried out [7]. The investigated droplets were produced by the IA technique [6]. This is one of a number of techniques termed single fluid atomization methods. In IA, the alloy is melted in a furnace and then pushed through a nozzle plate by impulsions, forming liquid jets that break into small droplets due to the Plateau-Rayleigh instability. The droplets lose their heat while falling through a stagnant gas atmosphere of either argon or helium. They are fully solidified before reaching an oil quench bath placed 4 meters under the atomizing nozzle. The droplet diameter can vary from less than 100 µm to more than 1 mm in the same batch. They are then sieved into different sizes based on the technique described in [8]. Then, several droplets of a given size range are introduced into a cylindrical glass capillary filled with epoxy resin to prevent them from moving during the image acquisition.

Synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography [9] is used to investigate the microstructure morphology of the droplets. Image acquisition and volume reconstruction were performed at ESRF on the ID19 beamline. This technique provides a three-dimensional representation of the droplets inside the glass capillary as shown in figure 1a. Two resolutions were used: a high resolution of 0.18 µm/pixel (field of view of 369 µm) to analyse in detail the fine microstructure of small droplets, and a medium resolution of 0.56 µm/pixel (field of view of 1146 µm) to scan either the bigger droplets, or several small droplets at the same time, which allows statistical studies. Two kinds of images are obtained depending on the post-processing technique used for the volume reconstruction: the standard filtered back-projection algorithm that provides images based on the difference in X-ray attenuation coefficient between the different phases in the droplet, and a reconstruction algorithm developed more recently from the work of Paganin et al. [10] based on phase retrieval. In both cases, the difference in grey level in the images is mainly due to the difference in density between the primary phase (aluminium, dark grey in figure 1c) and the eutectic (Al + Al$_2$Cu, light grey in figure 1c). Thereafter, the “Paganin” images will be used because they showed a better contrast between the two phases. Finally, the reconstructed volumes are analysed by using ImageJ software [11] to separate the droplets from each other. As the structure is highly complex due to three dimensional competition between dendrite arms, we focus on determining the position of planes showing characteristic morphologies, such as the dendritic plane as shown in figure 1b and figure 1c.

![Figure 1. Typical X-ray micro-tomography result: (a) 3D-view of a capillary containing droplets, (b) position of a specific plane in a droplet and (c) corresponding image showing a dendritic structure.](image-url)
3. Results

3.1. Dendrite morphologies

We have chosen to focus in the present article on the forty Al-4.5wt.%Cu alloy droplets cooled in argon, whose diameter is between 250 and 300 µm. By identifying characteristic planes in each droplet, four typical morphologies are distinguished. We do not intend here to extensively develop the characteristics of each of these morphologies but simply to present their main characteristics. The whole forty droplets are observed to be formed of a single grain. The first morphology shown in figure 2a is characterized by a highly branched microstructure. No clear nucleation position could be determined but it is worth noting that a rotation of 90° vertically (along OA) or horizontally (perpendicular to OA) from one characteristic plane lead to the observation of planes with similar morphology, suggesting that the dendritic microstructure developed along the usual <100> direction. For the second morphology figure 2b, the nucleation site (white dots noted O) as well as primary arms (white arrows noted OA and OB) can be distinguished and the morphology becomes highly branched (as in figure 2a) farther from the nucleation centre.

The third morphology is shown in Figure 2c. The nucleation site can also be detected and the microstructure is dendritic with primary, secondary and tertiary arms clearly visible. It is worth noting that the secondary and tertiary arms developed in the same plane containing the two primary arms, more precisely on the left of the vertical primary arm OA and below the primary arm developing to the left OB. Finally, figure 2d shows an example of the fourth morphology. The nucleation site can still be found but characteristic planes are more difficult to determine because several arms with few branching expand from the nucleation centre and grow in an almost parallel manner. To our knowledge, such a microstructure has not been reported before and we termed this morphology “finger-bundle”. Then, the morphology becomes dendritic as in figure 2c farther in the droplet.

3.2. Evidence for <111> dendritic growth

One striking feature of the dendritic microstructure in figure 2c is that the primary, secondary and tertiary arms are developing with an angle smaller than 90°, which is not expected for face-centered cubic structures in general [12]. Figure 3 shows characteristic dendritic planes found in another droplet. The two primary arms highlighted in red in figure 3a make an angle of approximately 70°. Similarly, the secondary arm highlighted in green makes a 70° angle with the primary arms and so on for higher arms orders. In addition, by rotating around the vertical primary arm noted OA in figure 3a, only two other similar dendritic planes are found: the plane in figure 3b by rotating of -120° and the plane figure 3c by rotating from +120°.

The angle values between the arms being characteristic of the growth orientation of the dendrites, they can help us identifying it. The angles measured on the dendritic microstructure in figure 3 are
actually coherent with a $<111>$ growth orientation. Indeed, with this growth orientation, the theoretical angle between two primary arms is equal to 70.5° and the angle between planes containing primary arms is equal to 120°, in a perfect agreement with the previous measured angles. The measurements made for the presented dendritic planes can be easily extended to the eight primary arms and six dendritic planes identified in the droplet. Finally, by placing the nucleation centre of the dendrite at the centre of a cube, we could determine that all the primary arms are pointing towards the cube corners (figure 4), confirming that the eight primary arms are directed in the eight $<111>$ directions.

![Figure 3. Three of the characteristic planes identified in a dendritic droplet. From the plane shown in (a), we obtained the one shown in (b) by rotating from $-120^\circ$ along the OA, and the plane shown in (c) by rotating from $+120^\circ$. The arrows highlight the primary, secondary and tertiary dendritic arms.](image)

4. Discussion
As previously mentioned, the $<111>$ growth direction (actually found in 85% of the 40 studied droplets, as can be seen in figure 5) was not initially expected. Indeed, the aluminium-copper alloy is commonly considered to grow in $<100>$ directions [13], as for the face-centered cubic (fcc) structures in general [12]. However, growth direction changes in fcc crystals have already been reported experimentally. Kahlweit et al. highlighted the growth orientation change of NH$_4$Cl-H$_2$O crystals from $<100>$ to $<110>$ and then $<111>$ with increasing growth velocity [14]. The authors investigated the growth orientation by varying the nucleation undercooling through solute composition and solidification temperature. Chan et al. suggested that, at low undercooling, the growth orientation is imposed by the anisotropy of interfacial free energy, while at high undercooling it is controlled by the “anisotropy of rate constant” [15]. By directionally solidifying this alloy, oscillations between these
different growth modes were also seen by Gudgel et al. [16]. On the other hand, the investigation of Haxhimali et al. [17] on the dendrite growth orientation of directionally solidified Al-Zn alloys showed a change from <100> to <110> for a range of solute compositions. The latter result being independent of the solidification velocity, the authors concluded that the continuous orientation change is due to anisotropy variation of the surface energy and not to attachment kinetics anisotropy for this dendrite orientation transition. Using EBSD analysis, Chen et al. showed that with Al-0.6wt.%Fe and Al-1.9wt.%Fe atomized using IA, a textured structure showing a preference in the <111> direction was observed [18]. In the same way, Castle et al. recently reported a number of morphological transitions with increasing undercooling for a Cu-Ni alloy, interpreted as an extended transition between fully <100> and <111> growth orientations [19]. All these experiments suggest that the variation of interfacial energy anisotropy can induce a <100> to <110> transition, while the attachment kinetics anisotropy variation would explain the <111> orientation outbreak, with the transition to <111> linked to the solidification rate.

Figure 5. Droplet share of the four morphologies for the 40 droplets solidified in argon which diameter is between 250 and 300 µm.

This interpretation is coherent with our observations. Indeed, the solute composition and the process parameters being imposed, a distribution of the solidification velocity of the droplets can be the reason for the growth morphology distribution. As described in paragraph 3.1, the growth orientation seems to be <100> in highly-branched droplets (figure 2a) and we therefore can suppose that they formed at the slowest velocity. Then, for higher solidification velocity, the primary arms would start growing in <111> directions but the higher level arms that solidify later and more slowly would grow in <100> directions. This seems to correspond to the second morphology shown figure 2b. Then, when the velocity is even higher, the growth orientation remains <111> in the whole droplet as illustrated figure 2c and figure 3. Finally, for the fastest velocities, the competition between several primary arms growing in the <111> direction leads to the kind of “finger bundle” morphology observed in figure 2d, then the dendritic structure is found back in regions of the droplet with slower solidification velocity.

Thus a range of solidification rates may be obtained in the IA production of droplets, even for imposed process conditions and for a given droplet size. The origin of the solidification velocity range can be the local thermal interactions between the droplets or a distribution of nucleation undercooling. This distribution would be large enough to induce a morphology distribution, from highly-branched to “finger-bundle”, passing by highly branched with visible primary arms and dendritic morphologies.

5. Conclusion
Synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography has been used to characterize Al-4.5wt.%Cu droplets formed by IA process. This characterization technique is non-destructive and enables to statistically analyse droplets in three-dimensions. The determination of characteristic planes by studying a large number of
droplets of roughly the same size and formed under the same process conditions leads to the identification of four different morphologies. The morphologies were shortly described and a <111> growth orientation was highlighted. The existence of the four morphologies was attributed to a range of solidification velocity for droplets of the same batch. This work will be continued by analysing more precisely the three other morphologies. Moreover, droplet solidification modelling will be used to improve the understanding of the solidification velocity impact on kinetic anisotropy during dendritic growth.
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